CARE OF YOUR NOBLE BOAT:
General
Your choice of a Noble aluminium boat will be justified as a wise
investment for many years to come. Aluminium is the most versatile boat
building material in the world and is renowned for its durability. To
maintain your Noble Boat after a day on the water simply hose inside and
out with fresh water. We recommend Salt Away product to clean your
Noble Boat inside and out. Do not use other detergents or chemicals.
Ensure that you wash under floor, ledges and into grooves along the
bottom. Disconnect battery if fitted. Store your boat sensibly. Dissimilar
metals, ash, cement dust, fertilizers, insecticides etc. can corrode
aluminium. Wet gear, bags or carpet should be removed from bottom of
boat along with any metal tackle or foreign bodies. If your boat is to
remain in the water for more than a week or two it may be necessary that
anti-fouling is applied to keep the hull bottom clean of marine growth.
Check the anti-fouling you plan to use very carefully to ensure that it is
completely free of copper or other metals that may cause a chemical
reaction when applied to aluminium. For any advice on caring for your
Noble Boat please consult with your Noble Boat dealer.
Trailering your boat
Noble aluminium boats are easy to tow being so light, yet so strong for
their size. Unfortunately some owners forget that even though they are
strong and easily handled they still need to be trailered carefully.
Always make sure that stern is tied firmly (not over tight) to the trailer so
it cannot 'jump' around. It is also advisable to secure the bow (in addition
to the winch) to prevent movement during transit or sudden stops. Noble
Boats must be trailered with a defined row of solid keel rollers to ensure
the load on the keel is evenly distributed. These keel rollers should extend
to the stern end of the keel. Split keel (wobble) rollers must not used. The
vessel should then be balanced (not carried) using skids at the rear of the
trailer.
Powering your boat
It is important to discuss how to power your boat with your Noble Boats
Dealer. He can advise you on your motor and fit up requirements.

